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ince 2006 with the Festival’s creation by Jean-René Palacio,
the greatest artists have been programmed: Chick Corea,
Sonny Rollins, Ron Carter, Marcus Miller, Herbie Hancock,
Manu Katché, McCoy Tyner, John McLaughlin, Mike Stern,
Biréli Lagrène, Diana Krall, Dee Dee Bridgewater, Gregory Porter,
Paolo Conte, Melody Gardot, Al Jarreau, Wayne Shorter…

philipducap©2016 fineartphotography

And in 2022, the Festival continues its momentum.
Reno Di Matteo joins the Festival team as a consultant to propose
new talents alongside the jazz legends.
From November 9 to December 4, the concerts will take place
at the Opéra Garnier Monte-Carlo:

WEDNESDAY NOV. 9 I 8.30 PM
❙A
 MOODSWING REUNION
JOSHUA REDMAN / BRAD MEHLDAU
CHRISTIAN McBRIDE / BRIAN BLADE

70 €

WEDNESDAY NOV. 23 I 8.30 PM
❙ J ETHRO TULL

70 €

THURSDAY NOV. 24 I 8.30 PM
❙G
 ONZALO RUBALCABA
MATT BREWER & ERIC HARLAND
❙R
 ICHARD BONA & ALFREDO RODRIGUEZ
FEAT. MICHAEL OLIVERA

70 €

SUNDAY NOV. 27 I 6.00 PM
❙M
 AGMA & MONTE-CARLO PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA

80 €

TUESDAY NOV. 29 I 7.00 PM
❙ J AZZ & MODERN MUSIC
ACADÉMIE RAINIER III

FREE ENTRANCE
Reservations
recommended

WEDNESDAY NOV. 30 I 8.30 PM
❙C
 ÉCILE MCLORIN SALVANT
& SULLIVAN FORTNER
❙S
 OFIANE PAMART

80 €

This year we will also welcome the new generations of musicians
from the Rainier III Academy and the screening of the film
”Let’s get lost” by Bruce Weber in tribute to Chet Baker
in partnership with the Audiovisual Institute of Monaco.

DECEMBER

The Monte-Carlo Jazz Festival will take over other venues in
Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer with ”before” sessions
at the Crystal Bar of the Hôtel Hermitage and ”after” sessions
at the Blue Gin of the Monte-Carlo Bay, as well as the
American Bar of the Hôtel de Paris

THURSDAY DEC. 1 I 8.30 PM
❙«
 JAZZ & CINEMA »
CHET BAKER TRIBUTE
LET’S GET LOST BY BRUCE WEBER (1988)
SCREENING IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
AUDIOVISUAL INSTITUTE OF MONACO

10 €

FRIDAY DEC. 2 I 8.30 PM
❙M
 ELODY GARDOT

80 €

SATURDAY DEC. 3 I 8.30 PM
❙A
 NOUAR BRAHEM QUARTET
❙R
 ICHARD GALLIANO NEW YORK TANGO TRIO

70 €

SUNDAY DEC. 4 I 6.00 PM
❙C
 HILLY GONZALES
A VERY CHILLY CHRISTMAS

70 €

Alex Jaffray will host a masterclass with a tempting title:
”Why you will finally understand Jazz”.
See you in the fall for this 16th edition, more lively than ever.
Gilles Marsan
Artistic Director

Reno Di Matteo
Programmer

P R O G R A M
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an Anderson and Jethro Tull, one
of the world’s best known progressive
rock bands, have announced their
return to the stage with ”The Prog Years
Tour”. The tour will focus primarily
on Jethro Tull’s most ‘prog’ albums,
especially the early classics Stand Up,
Benefit, Aqualung, Thick As A Brick,
Passion Play and even some cuts from
2012’s Thick As A Brick 2.

© Michael Wilson

NOV.

From their debut, Jethro Tull’s leader
Ian Anderson creates a fiction character:
a troubadour flute player, playing his
authentically slanted music on one leg.
Jethro Tull retains its unique place in the
hearts of progressive music fans, and its
albums are the object of that passion.
Ian says, ”Dusting off a lot of the old
‘progressive’ songs from my early
attempts to experiment outside of the

A MOODSWING
REUNION

JOSHUA REDMAN
SAXOPHONE
BRAD MEHLDAU
PIANO
CHRISTIAN McBRIDE
DOUBLE BASS
BRIAN BLADE
DRUMS

Tours followed and the quartet
consolidated for a year and a half,
but with extroverted and charismatic
musical personalities, the members
of the group were soon destined to
pursue their solo routes as musicians,
conductors and composers.
Although they collaborated occasionally
through the decades, the four friends
did not get together for the time being.
”I knew it would happen, but I didn’t
know when,” Redman admits.
”At the time, I thought maybe we’d get
together in five years, which seems so
far away when you’re 25.

4

JETHRO TULL
blues repertoire we started with has
been extremely enjoyable.
Over the past 50 years, there have been
some great songs that still resonate
strongly with me today musically or
lyrically. Hopefully both. Some are really
complicated to play, others might seem
difficult but ultimately slip throughthe
fingers, although the arrangements in
general require feats of memory!
Test my skills and join the party!”.

IAN ANDERSON
FLUTE
DAVID GOODIER
BASS
JOHN O’HARA
KEYBOARDS
JOE PARRISH
GUITAR
SCOTT HAMMOND
DRUMS

JOSHUA REDMAN
BRAD MEHLDAU
CHRISTIAN McBRIDE
BRIAN BLADE

But we were all very busy, and we
needed space, both in our schedules
and in our creative development.
Over the past decade or more, however,
I started talking about it more and more
regularly, pestering everyone with the
subject, maybe a little too much!
It seemed like we were all interested,
but it never fit into our respective
schedules. Honestly, it took a real team
effort, to finally make it happen.”

NOV.

An appointment not to be missed
in short, for these four great musicians
or rather, ”A Moodswing Reunion”.
© DR

M

oodSwing, the 1994 album
of Joshua Redman’s first quartet,
is an amazing cocktail of four
musicians (saxophone: Joshua Redman,
piano: Brad Mehldau, bass: Christian
McBride and drums: Brian Blade)
who quickly established themselves
in the music business.

5
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rammy-winning pianist and
composer Gonzalo Rubalcaba
was already a young
phenomenon with a burgeoning
career in his native Cuba when he was
discovered by Dizzy Gillespie in 1985.
Since then, he has been compared to
Glenn Gould, Martha Argerich
or Bill Evans.

He has won three Grammys and two
Latin Grammys, all of which contributed
to make him a household name in the
jazz world.

GONZALO
RUBALCABA

Born into a musical family in Havana,
his father is a pianist, composer
and conductor; his grandfather is a
composer and his two brothers are also
musicians. Gonzalo, a child prodigy,
was already playing drums in his father’s
orchestra (Guillermo Rubalcaba) at
the age of 6. He began his traditional
training two years later, with the piano
as his main instrument. He graduated
from the Institute of Fine Arts in Havana
and, in his teens, worked as a drummer
and pianist in hotels, concert halls and
jazz clubs in the capital. He then began
touring Cuba, Europe, Africa and even
Asia with the legendary Orquesta
Aragón. In 1984, he formed his own
Afro-Cuban jazz-rock fusion group:
Grupo Proyecto.

MATT BREWER
& ERIC HARLAND

In 1986, meetings with Gillespie,
Charlie Haden and Bruce Lundvall,
then president of Blue Note Records,
helped to bring Rubalcaba’s talent
to the attention of jazz audiences in
the United States. His international
career includes an extensive series of
recordings, with titles such as ”Discovery
- Live at Montreux”, ”Live at Mt. Fuji,
The Blessing”, ”Rapsodia” and many
others that earned him 17 nominations,
including Grammys and Latin Grammys.

NOV.
© Pachy Lopez
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NOV.

B

orn in 1967 in Cameroon, bassist
and singer Richard Bona grew up
in a family where music is king.
Richard Bona performed for the first time
in public at the age of 5, in his village
church. But the lure of the big city was
quickly felt. So he moved to Douala and
immediately found work as a musician.
His life took a turn in 1980 when a
Frenchman opened a jazz club in one
of the city’s hotels and hired the young
local prodigy. At the age of 22, he left
Africa for Paris where he took lessons.
In New York at the end of 1995, he
reconnected with Joe Zawinul, with whom
he had played in Paris, and participated in
the recording of his album My People and
the world tour that followed. Back in
New York, he multiplied his engagements
in all the downtown clubs. The reputation
of this extraordinary bass player with a
bewitching voice spread. His unique style,
at the crossroads of a host of influences
(jazz, bossa, pop music, afro-beat,
traditional songs, funk...) gave a new
dimension to so-called African music,
as yet unexplored.
After meeting Quincy Jones at the
Montreux Jazz Festival in 2006, Alfredo
Rodriguez, whose talent is inspired as
much by Bach and Stravinsky as by his
Afro-Cuban and jazz roots, left Cuba and
his family to move to the United States
to pursue his dream.
Grammy-nominated Richard Bona and
Alfredo Rodriguez, became aware of
each other’s talent through their common
mentor, Quincy Jones. The result of a long
friendship, Rodriguez’s album Tocororo
(2016), was produced by Quincy Jones.
On this opus, the two artists produced

RICHARD BONA
& ALFREDO
RODRIGUEZ

FEAT. MICHAEL OLIVERA

two tracks, revealing the relevance of
uniting their musical backgrounds to
create inspiring sounds.
They are also joined on stage by Michael
Olivera. With a long career as a drummer,
producer, composer and arranger, the
Cuban recorded his first work as a
conductor: ”Ashé”. After this success,
Olivera presents ”Oasis”, the result of
a meeting of the best Cuban artists.
Closely linked to the jazz scene, he is
one of the most important drummers in
the current music scene, with more than
50-recorded albums and hundreds of
projects.

RICHARD BONA
BASS, VOICE
ALFREDO RODRIGUEZ
PIANO
MICHAEL OLIVERA
DRUMS

You will have understood, this trio
is unmissable and it awaits you on
November 24!

7
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JAZZ & MODERN MUSIC

© Christophe Abramowitz

NOV.

& MONTE-CARLO
PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA

MAGMA
CHRISTIAN VANDER
STELLA VANDER
ISABELLE FEUILLEBOIS
HERVÉ AKNIN
RUDY BLAS
SIMON GOUBERT
THIERRY ELIEZ
JIMMY TOP
CAROLINE INDJEIN
SYLVIE FISICHELLA
LAURA GUARRATO
&
MONTE-CARLO
PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA
BASTIEN STIL
CONDUCTOR

8

Magma, the cult band of the French
music scene.

S

ince 1969, Magma has established
itself with a unique music, at the
crossroads of rock, jazz and
avant-garde. Founded by drummer
Christian Vander, Magma quickly
distinguished itself from its
contemporaries with a powerful
polyrhythm and an invented language,
Kobaïan. Magma’s influence extends
over several decades and across the
world, surprising both the Chinese
public and the Hellfest audience,
where it was a triumph in 2016.
Bands and fashions come and go,
few stay and last. And for this special

T

his concert features the talents
of the Rainier III Academy of
the Principality of Monaco.
The diverse program will range
from Jazz with its standards to Pop
music that Jazz has influenced.
The participation of the Rainier III
Academy in the festival allows to

evening, Magma joins forces with the
Monte-Carlo Philharmonic Orchestra
for an unprecedented encounter.
Monte-Carlo Philharmonic Orchestra
- Over 160 years of history
Since the 2016-2017 season,
Kazuki Yamada is the artistic and
musical director of the Monte-Carlo
Philharmonic Orchestra.

celebrate artists from Monaco.
This gives emerging talents the
opportunity to gain valuable
performance experience in such a
prestigious setting as the Opera Garnier,
in order to perpetuate the currents
of Jazz in the Principality.

In addition to its symphonic season in
Monaco and collaborations with the
Monte-Carlo Opera, the Monte-Carlo
Spring Arts Festival and the Ballets de
Monte-Carlo company, the Orchestra is
regularly invited by major French and
international festivals: Aix-en-Provence,
Paris, Prague, Strasbourg, Montreux,
Vienna, Orange, Dresden, Bonn, Leipzig,
Ankara, Athens, Bad Kissingen, Bonn,
Dublin, Lisbon, Lyon, Rheingau, La Roque
d’Anthéron.
The OPMC is also open to various musical
styles, on concerts or festivals.
It has collaborated with, among others,
Marcus Miller, Raul Midon, Roy Hargrove,
Leila Hathaway, Avishai Cohen, Stacey
Kent, Jamie Cullum, Dame Shirley Bassey,
and recently with IAM, Hugh Coltman,
Melody Gardot and André Ceccarelli.

© DR

MAGMA

ACADÉMIE RAINIER III

NOV.
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CÉCILE McLORIN SALVANT
& SULLIVAN FORTNER
Three years later, she won the prestigious
Thelonious Monk Award in front of a
jury composed of Al Jarreau, Dee Dee
Bridgewater, Dianne Reeves, Patti Austin
and Kurt Elling! Since 2010, she continues
to attract the attention of the public and
critics, winning several prestigious awards
including 2 Grammy Awards, the Django
Reinhardt Award of the Jazz Academy...
Her repertoire, in the tradition of piano/
voice duets, ranges from Richard Rodgers
and Stephen Sondheim covers to Stevie
Wonder, cabaret, Rhythm and Blues and
her own compositions. Cécile released a
very successful album: Ghost Song.

D

© Mark Fitton

aughter of a French mother and
a Haitian father, Cécile McLorin
Salvant was raised in the musical
and cultural culture of Miami. She began
her piano studies at the age of 5, sang
with the Miami Choral Society at the age
of 8. Thanks to her parents’ impressive
record collection, she perfected her
education through a wide variety of
music. Jazz was one of them, but her
adolescence was limited to the study
of classical and Broadway repertoire.
She moved to Aix en Provence to study
opera and law, and ironically, it was in
France that she discovered the roots
of jazz and American music, thanks
to her teacher, jazz saxophonist
Jean-François Bonnel.

30
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NOV.

As for Sullivan Fortner, the artist grew up
in New Orleans in a family of singers and
instrumentalists. He started playing the
piano at the age of 4. In 2010,
he entered the Manhattan School of
Music and studied with Jason Moran
and Phil Markowitz.
In 2015, he won the Cole Porter Fellowship
in Jazz, a piano competition organized by
the American Pianists Association whose
prize is a sum of $ 50,000, the possibility
of a recording with Mack Avenue Records
and a two-year follow-up on the career.
The album will be successful and widely
praised by critics.
In 2018, his second album, Moments
Preserved, was released, and the same
year The Window, recorded as a duet with
Cécile McLorin Salvant, was released.
The two musicians had started to perform
as a duo three years earlier and decided
to continue the adventure on stage as
well, notably on November 30 at the
Opéra Garnier Monte-Carlo!

NOV.

SOFIANE
PAMART

S

ofiane Pamart is one of the top
10 most streamed Classical Music
Artists in the world in 2021.

Used to prestigious stages, after
having been propelled headliner of
the Montreux Jazz Festival 2021 and
having been sold out at the Olympia,
the Trianon, the Louvre Museum,
and the Salle Pleyel, Sofiane Pamart
announces a concert event in Monaco.
His musical universe is halfway between
great film music and adventure stories.
His work, both dark and poetic,
embodies an emotional accuracy
that allows him to reach a very wide
audience. Gold medalist at the National
Conservatory of Lille and referent
pianist of French rap, he collaborates
with artists such as Joey Starr, Rilès,
Bon Entendeur, or Marina Kaye.
Some recent facts:
- He
 is the first artist to play a live
streaming concert under the northern
lights of Lapland.
- He is touring internationally in the
private and premium members clubs
of Soho House.

- He prepares a unique concert at the
Opera of Nice of his own repertoire
performed with the Philharmonic
Orchestra and the Opera choirs,
for 100 people on stage.
- He received 4 gold discs and 2 platinum
discs for his collaborations in rap.
- He signed the official music of the video
game Assassin’s Creed Valhalla, with
a massive international distribution.
Sofiane Pamart released in 2020 his first
album PLANET GOLD, regularly present
in the Top sales.
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CHET BAKER TRIBUTE
LET’S GET LOST
BY BRUCE WEBER (1988)
SCREENING IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
AUDIOVISUAL INSTITUTE OF MONACO
The story

B

orn in 1929 in the depths of Oklahoma,
where part of his family still lives, Chet
Baker burst onto the jazz scene in the
1950s alongside Stan Getz and then Charlie
Parker and Gerry Mulligan. The influence of drugs
disrupted his career from 1956 onwards, while as
an inspired and innovative virtuoso, he went from
success to success, recognized by his peers and
even sought after by the cinema. In addition to
archives and testimonies, the film presents large
moments of a recording session of Chet Baker
in Los Angeles in 1987 as well as the backstage
of a concert during the Cannes festival, one year
before his accidental death in 1988.

Bruce Weber
Born in 1946 in Greensburg, a farming and
industrial town where he was born, Bruce Weber
discovered the joys of amateur cinema with his
sister and father at a very young age.

This subjective view, which is the essence and the
strength of Let’s Get Lost, corresponds perfectly
to the natural duplicity, the inner nomadism of
the musician. There seems to be no other way
of filming him than in close-up or in close-up,
alternating the raw light of the Californian day
and the expressionist black and white, forced by
the ”raw” shooting of the night and night scenes.
The scansion, through a magnificent low angle
on Chet Baker’s unshaven face, his hair floating
in the Hollywood night, finally proposes
a cinematographic equivalent of the ”inner” music
that the trumpeter infuses into his romances.
Neither apology nor documentary discourse,
Let’s Get Lost will remain as a luminous
expressionist poem, about a little cowboy from
Oklahoma, a little white boy who was going to
give Miles and Dizzy a run for their money.

After studying art at Denison College in Ohio,
Weber went on to study photography at Princeton
University, then at the New School in New York.
It was there that he organized his first exhibition in
1974. His first fashion photographs were published
at the end of the seventies in GQ magazine, where
Bruce Weber appeared on the cover many times.
He became a friend of the greatest, Richard
Avedon or Art Kane. Quickly recognized as one
of the pioneers of men’s fashion photography,
he became famous thanks to advertising
campaigns for Calvin Klein or Abercrombie &
Fitch. His narrative approach to photography
became a signature and naturally led him to the
shores of cinema. By a strange coincidence, Weber
made a documentary about a young American
boxer who looks like Chet Baker (Broken Noses,
1983) before tackling the figure of the musician
himself, one of his idols, whom William Claxton’s
photographs immortalized as the ”James Dean
of jazz” in the 1950s. A collage of archival images
and film excerpts, testimonials and recordings,
Let’s get Lost (1988) attempts to reconstruct the
life, or rather the lives and faces, of the charismatic
and tormented trumpeter through a deliberately
subjective narrative. The same bias animates
Nice Girls Don’t Stay for Breakfast (2018), which
flips through like a collection of photographs and
interviews, dedicated to the cult of actor Robert
Mitchum. Through the succession of points of
view, the film gives the actor a purely fantastical
image. Fixed or animated, Bruce Weber’s subjects
are carnal abstractions, heroes of an American
mythology that never stops reinventing itself.

Jean-François Robic, Contreplongée,
February 1990 supplement

Vincent Vatrican
Director of the Audiovisual Institute of Monaco

Criticism
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MELODY GARDOT
VOCALS
PHILIPPE
BADEN POWELL
PIANO
JORGE BEZERRA
PERCUSSION
CHRIS THOMAS
BASS
IRWIN HALL
SAXOPHONE,
CLARINET,
FLUTE

MELODY
GARDOT

A

merican singer, songwriter and
composer Melody Gardot returns
in 2022 for a concert on the
legendary stage of the Opera Garnier
Monte-Carlo, which is sold out every
time she performs. This success is also
reflected in her tours in France, making
her an artist not to be missed.
In 2020, she unveiled Sunset in the Blue,
her fifth studio album. On this platinumselling album, Melody Gardot reunited
with her ”My One and Only Thrill” team:
producer Larry Klein, arranger and
composer Vince Mendoza and legendary
sound engineer Al Schmitt. Melody
is inviting prestigious artists such as
Ibrahim Maalouf and Antonio Zambujo to
collaborate on her album, the theme of
which is “Love”.
Melody Gardot and Philippe Powell
breathe new life into the classic format of
piano and voice with their new jazz album,
Entre Deux.

Recorded in Paris in December 2021, the
album includes ”This Foolish Heart Could
Love You” and ”A La Tour Eiffel”.
Sensual, romantic and intimate,
”This Foolish Heart Could Love You” is a
love song written by Gardot and Powell,
reminiscent of a great jazz standard.

© Laurence Laborie

«JAZZ & CINEMA»

© DR

DÉC.

”This record is a dance between two
people who love and appreciate the same
things: deep poetry and solid melodies.
The title “Between Us Two” is absolutely
true.” - Melody Gardot

DÉC.

2

ANOUAR BRAHEM
OUD
KLAUS GESING
BASS CLARINET,
SOPRANO
SAXOPHONE
BJÖRN MEYER
BASS GUITAR
KHALED YASSINE
PERCUSSION

F

or nearly forty years and with
a rich discography of 11 albums
released by ECM Records,
Anouar Brahem has never ceased
to challenge the Arab musical tradition
of which his oud is the emblem,
by confronting it with modern jazz as
well as with the harmonic sophistication
of other ancestral Eastern cultures.
Today, based on years of shared
experiences, he undertakes the
adventure of a new project: his Quartet
created in 2009 for the recording of
The Astounding Eyes of Rita, thus
proposing for the first time to revisit
his own territories through a repertoire
mixing to some usual compositions of

3

the group, pieces borrowed from older
albums (Madar, Thimar, Astrakan Café,
Le Voyage de Sahar) and more recent
ones too (Blue Maqams).

DÉC.

His 11 albums have all been acclaimed
by the public and the international critics
(among them Astrakan Café, Thimar,
Le Pas du Chat Noir, Blue Maqams etc.),
and the success of his concerts with jazz
figures (Jan Garbarek, Dave Holland,
Jack DeJohnette and others) confirm
his place as one of the most captivating
and inspiring artists in the world of
instrumental music.
© Thomas Dorn
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ANOUAR BRAHEM
QUARTET

RICHARD GALLIANO
NEW YORK TANGO TRIO

T

he jazz approach of the New
Tango as well as the New Musette
one, has always been for me
an evidence. Jazz, Musette, Tango feed
on the same ingredients, relationship
to the dance, strong melodies, precise
and researched harmonies.
And the most important thing remains
the style (dixit Astor Piazzolla).

DÉC.
© Lukasz Rajchert

3

In the presence of Sébastien Giniaux
(guitar and cello) and Diego Imbert
(double bass), we will approach this New
Tango and New Musette repertoire with
a jazzistic approach, playing at each
concert in a totally free way, sometimes
far from the score but never from the
composer’s soul.” Richard Galliano
Richard Galliano arrived in Paris in 1975
and met Claude Nougaro, whose friend,
accordionist and conductor he would
become until 1983.

The second decisive meeting took place
in 1980, with the Argentinean composer
and bandoneonist Astor Piazzolla.
Astor will strongly encourage him to
create the French ”New Musette”,
as he himself had previously invented
the Argentine ”New Tango”.
He collaborated with an impressive
number of prestigious artists and
musicians: Chet Baker, Eddy Louiss,
Ron Carter, Wynton Marsalis,
Charlie Haden, Gary Burton, Michel
Portal, Toots Thielemans, Kurt Elling,
for jazz, Serge Reggiani, Claude Nougaro,
Barbara, Juliette Greco,
Georges Moustaki, Charles Aznavour,
Serge Gainsbourg, for the French song.

RICHARD GALLIANO
ACCORDION
SÉBASTIEN GINIAUX
GUITAR
& CELLO
DIEGO IMBERT
BASS
Works by
Astor Piazzolla
and Richard Galliano
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© Anka

DÉC.

SINCE 2006...

amous for the intimate piano
sounds of his best-selling
Solo Piano trilogy of albums,
but also for his wild performances
and compositions, Chilly Gonzales,
in his bathrobe and slippers, fills major
philharmonic orchestras around the
world. He musically analyzes a Billie
Eilish hit or demonstrates his rapping
skills; sings and writes songs with
Jarvis Cocker, Feist and Drake; wins
a Grammy for his participation in
Daft Punk’s best album of the year.
You’ve guessed it, in a word he is
simply astonishing.
Chilly Gonzales created his book on
”guilty pleasures”, entitled Enya,
which was critically acclaimed when
it was published in 2020.
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A VERY CHILLY
CHRISTMAS

Recently, Gonzo released the album
A Very Chilly Christmas, which he
will present at the Opéra Garnier
Monte-Carlo, his brand new show.
On the menu, a recital of compositions
from his Solo Piano trilogy and as a
main course, once settled, the stage
becomes Gonzo’s workshop where new
instruments, new compositions, new
master classes and new arrangements
of old classics are confronted.

philipducap©2016 fineartphotography

F

CHILLY
GONZALES
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MASTER CLASS

CINDA
RAMSEUR

“WHY YOU FINALLY
GO LOVE JAZZ!“

W

A

hen she was 4, Cinda dreamed of being
the next Little Miss Sunshine. She followed an
impressive musical career that led her to perform
in Hollywood, Broadway and even in ”The Lion King”.

AND THE I LOVE YOU
GROUP QUINTET

Accompanied by her Quintet ”I Love You Group”,
she will perform at the American Bar of the Hotel de Paris
from November 28th to December 11th.

© DR

FROM NOV. 28 TO DEC. 11
❙ AMERICAN BAR
AT THE HÔTEL DE PARIS

ALEX JAFFRAY

true musical Swiss Army knife
(composer, producer or music
columnist), Alex Jaffray has
composed the soundtracks of feature
films by great names in cinema
(Claude Lelouch, to name but one),
flagship TV programs (Scènes
de ménages, to name but one),
advertisements and large-scale events,
as well as the sound identities of brands
such as Renault, EDF, TF1... to name
but a few.
Because you have to get up early to talk
about film music on TV, he hosts the
musical column of Télématin on France 2
as well as Le Son d’Alex, a short program
that would make you regret not having
had him as a music teacher. This offers
him a privileged link and rare meetings
with Ennio Morricone, Hans Zimmer,
Lenny Kravitz or Sting...

© DR

JAZZ BEFORE
& AFTER

BY

During the Festival, you will also find musical jazz
entertainment at our Resort, including Before at the Crystal
Bar and After at the Monte-Carlo Bay Blue Gin.

In 2018, he’s hosting his first Ted X
conference on recycling and sampling,
then in 2020, a second on the sound
of the earth. In 2021 paid tribute to
Josephine Baker throught a conference
at the Hotel de Paris Monte-Carlo, for
her entry into the Pantheon.
See you in his Master Class which will,
forsure, reinforce your love for Jazz!
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MO N T E CA R LO L I V E .C OM

#MCJF

facebook.com/montecarlolive
twitter.com/montecarlolive

Monte-Carlo Jazz Festival thanks
all of its partners

Photos: © Unsplash - Philipducap - DR. Do not throw on the public highway.

T. +377 98 06 36 36

10.00 AM to 7.00 PM, 7 days a week

